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We use a multilayer lattice gas model for adsorption and desorption to analyze and simulate desorption data
for Li and Cs on Ru~0001! extracting surface binding energies and lateral interactions. The latter are repulsive
for the first layer and attractive for subsequent ones.@S0163-1829~96!03031-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

Whereas adsorbates with mainly repulsive lateral interac-
tions, such as CO on noble or transition metals, are generally
restricted to the submonolayer regime, alkali metals ad-
sorbed on most metals exhibit more complex behavior in that
their repulsion in the first layer changes to attraction in sub-
sequent layers, which is a necessary feature for bulk growth.
A recent study of Li on Ru~0001! ~Ref. 1! has revealed an
interesting feature in the desorption kinetics, namely, that the
second-layer peak in the thermal-desorption spectra contin-
ues to grow as the initial coverage is raised beyond second-
layer saturation. Such a behavior had been predicted in a
theoretical approach to multilayer kinetics based on a lattice-
gas model.2 We have previously used this theory to analyze
metal-on-metal systems with predominantly attractive inter-
actions which exhibit phase coexistence below or in the de-
sorption range.3 In this paper we will use this theory to fit
and analyze the experimental data for Cs on Ru~0001!,4,5 and
also for Li on Ru~0001!.1

Our main interest is in the adsorption and desorption ki-
netics of the first few layers, where effects of the adsorbate-
substrate interaction are still at play. Alkali-metal systems
have strong lateral repulsions in the submonolayer regime
which lead to the formation of evenly dispersed adlayers that
exhibit a variety of ordered structures at low temperatures.
For example, on Ru~0001! alkali adsorbates order in a 232
phase atuS50.25, and in a ()3))R30° at uS50.33.6

Here the coverageuS is defined as the ratio of the density of
adatoms to that of Ru substrate atoms. Growth of the next
2–3 layers is layer by layer~Frank–van der Merwe!.

In Sec. II we first give arguments for our choice of a
lattice-gas model, and then briefly outline the theory of
adsorption-desorption kinetics for gas-solid systems main-
tained in quasiequlibrium by fast surface diffusion. In Sec.
III we present the results of our analysis of the Cs-Ru~0001!
system, followed in Sec. IV with the results for Li on
Ru~0001!.

II. THEORY

To model such systems with a lattice gas, one starts from
the clean Ru surface, defining unit cells with one or more
adsorption sites. It is known6 that in the ()3))R30°

structure all alkalis adsorb on Ru~0001! at threefold hcp
sites, but for the 232 structure adsorption is at the threefold
fcc sites for K, Na, and Rb, whereas Cs adsorbs at on-top
sites. Thus a model with two binding sites per unit cell
would be appropriate. However, there does not seem to be a
coverage regime with an ordered phase involving both ad-
sorption sites. Moreover, the formation of incommensurate
structures, e.g., for Li and Na, suggests that the lateral cor-
rugation is weak, and that the difference in the binding en-
ergies for different adsorption sites is small. We therefore
restrict ourselves to a one-site model, also for computational
expediency.

For Li only the ()3))R30° structure atuS5
1
3 is firmly

established. For higher coverages compressional effects
show up clearly for coverages beyonduS50.61 up to mono-
layer saturation at 0.78. At any given coverage such a com-
pressional phase can be modeled by an enlarged unit cell
with several adsorption sites. In a LEED analysis the struc-
ture atuS50.64 was modeled using a 531 or a 535 unit cell
with four and 16 inequivalent adsorption sites, respectively.1

This suggests a four- or 16-site lattice-gas model which,
however, would become inappropriate when the coverage is
increased and an even larger unit cell is needed. In addition,
there is evidence of mass transfer from the first layer to the
second if more than one layer is adsorbed. This means that
the density in the first layer is also a function of the presence
of subsequent layers. This again requires a model more com-
plex than we need to describe the essential features. We will
therefore employ a one-site model for Li on Ru~0001! as
well, and choose nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor repul-
sions so strong that the first layer saturates at a coverageuS5
3
4 , ignoring the details of the compressional phase altogether.
Our theory is then based on a lattice-gas model with a
Hamiltonian2
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Here the occupation numberni50 or 1 depending on
whether sitei is empty or has a particle adsorbed in the first
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layer with a single-particle energyEs1. Likewise,mi50 or 1
depending on whether sitei in the second layer is empty or
occupied with an energyEs2, and so on for additional layers.
We assume on-top sites for the second layer, as this is by far
the simpler calculation, and we do not expect drastic changes
as one goes to multicoordinated higher-layer sites. In~1! we
identify V11 (V118 ) andV22 (V228 ) as the lateral interactions
between two particles in nearest-neighbor~next-nearest-
neighbor! sites in the first and second layers, respectively.
The interactionV12 is between next-nearest neighbors with
one particle in the first layer, and the second in the second
layer. The nearest-neighbor interaction between a particle in
the first layer and another one on top of it in the second layer
is accounted for byEs2, which also contains the residual
interaction with the substrate. Similar terms have to be added
to ~1! to account for additional layers. Since the lattice-gas
Hamiltonian should give the same Helmholtz free energy as
a microscopic Hamiltonian~for noninteracting particles!, one
can show that7

Es152V0
~1!2kBT ln~q3

~1!!, ~2!

with a similar expression forEs2. HereV 0
(1) is the~positive!

binding energy of an isolated adparticle in the first layer.
V 0

(2) is the binding energy of a single adparticle in the sec-
ond layer atop an isolated particle in the first layer, i.e., the
differenceV 0

(2)2V 0
(1) accounts for the interaction between

these particles and the shielding action of the first layer on
the interaction of the second layer with the substrate.q3 is a
partition function for the vibrations of the adparticle with
respect to the substrate, which we approximate by three har-
monic oscillators of frequenciesnz andnx5ny , respectively,
accounting for the motion perpendicular and parallel to the
surface. The mean-field termVdip~u!( ini is introduced to ac-
count for the long-ranged dipole-dipole interactions; it will
be discussed below.

To model the adsorption-desorption kinetics we can
safely assume that fast surface diffusion~fast on the time
scale of adsorption and desorption! maintains the adsorbate
in quasiequilibrium. In such situations the system is com-
pletely characterized by the coverageu5uS , and we get the
adsorption and desorption rates to be2,8,9

Rad5S~u,T!as
l

h
P, ~3!

Rdes5S~u,T!as
kBT

hl2q3
e@2V0

~1!
1mad~u,T!#/kBT, ~4!

with as the area of an adsorption site,l5h/(2pmkBT)
1/2

the thermal wavelength of the adparticle of massm, S(u,T)
the sticking coefficient, andP the instantaneous pressure.
The dependence of the desorption rate on the binding differ-
enceDVn,n115V 0

(n)2V 0
(n11), and the lateral interaction en-

ergies such asV11, V22, etc., is accounted for in the chemical
potential mad(u,T). The binding differenceDVn,n11 ap-
proaches zero beyond the first few layers.

To complete the theory we need~i! to specify the cover-
age dependence of the sticking coefficient, and~ii ! to calcu-
late the chemical potential of the adsorbate from the Hamil-
tonian ~1!. The sticking coefficient is a measure of the
efficiency of energy transfer in adsorption and desorption.

Thus it must be calculated from a microscopic theory or be
postulated in a phenomenological approach, based on experi-
mental evidence for a particular system or some simple ar-
guments. For interacting systems it is generally both cover-
age and temperature dependent. For metals on metals the
sticking coefficient is observed to be independent of cover-
age, and we will assume this below.

We obtain the chemical potential by employing the
transfer-matrix method.2 The transfer matrix is constructed
for interactions between particles in two adjacent rows ofM
adsorption sites in the finite direction. Its leading eigenvalue
l1 gives the grand partition function, and the coverageu is
obtained from the corresponding eigenvector. The partial
coverages of the first two layers are given byu15S i^ni& and
u25S i^mi&. Exact results can be obtained by this method for
large enoughM . We have performed all our calculations for
M56 on a hexagonal lattice.

III. Cs ON Ru „0001…

We now turn to our first system, Cs on Ru~0001!.4,5 Ex-
perimental TPD ~temperature-programmed desorption!
traces4,5 for up to three monolayers of adsorbate are repro-
duced in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!. There is some discrepancy in these
data in that Hrbek’s data has desorption complete below
1100 K, whereas the newer data in Fig. 1~a! have desorption
proceeding even beyond 1200 K. In these figures the first,
second, and third layers are completed at coverages 0.33,
0.56, and 0.85. Because we ignore the expansion in the sec-
ond layer, i.e., the increase in the Cs lattice constant, the
completion of these three layers in our lattice-gas model oc-
curs at rescaled coverages13,

2
3, and 1. In Figs. 1~d!–1~f! we

show a theoretical fit to these TPD data, for the equivalent
initial coverages, obtained as follows: the low-coverage~u
.0.01! desorption trace is mainly determined by the binding
energy of an isolated atom to the surface,V 0

(1), and its vi-
brational frequencies parallel (nx5ny) and perpendicular
(nz) to the substrate. The perpendicular Cs-Ru vibration has
been determined by high-resolution electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy10 to benz51.831012 s21, and the parallel vi-
bration has been estimated from a low-energy electron-
diffraction analysis of the Ru~0001!2~232!-Cs structure6,11

to be in the range 3–531011 s21. We thus have one free
parameter to fit the peak position in TPD at the lowest cov-
erage, and obtainV 0

(1)53.1 eV for the binding energy of a
single Cs atom to the Ru surface.

We next note that desorption from an initial coverage of
1
4 peaks around 600 K. In order to reproduce this feature by a
next-nearest-neighbor interaction only, its strength would
have to be of the order of the binding energy itself. Even
then the low initial coverage curves would be in disagree-
ment with the experimental data, which show rather broad
desorption traces. On inhomogeneous surfaces such long
tails in the TPD traces are sometimes attributable to adsorp-
tion in a continuum of energetically close adsorption sites.
However, for alkali-metal adsorption we know that at low
coverage an evenly dispersed adlayer is formed due to the
long-range Coulomb or dipole repulsion between~charged!
adatoms. This should be included in the lattice-gas model by
additional interactions between third, fourth, etc. neighbors.
However, this introduces too many parameters, and also be-
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comes computationally impractical. We have therefore in-
cluded the long-range interactions summarily by adding a
mean-field term to the Hamiltonian,Vdip~u! Sni . To account
for the fact that the dipole moment of the adsorbed alkali

atoms decreases as a function of coverage, as evidenced by
the coverage dependence of the work function,6 we have
made the strengthVdip coverage dependent, as shown in Fig.
2~a!, to accomplish a good fit to the TPD traces for low

FIG. 1. ~a! TPD data for the first three layers of Cs on Ru~0001! obtained with a heating rate of 5.4 K s21 ~Ref. 4!. ~b! TPD for second
and third layers with 5.4 K s21 ~Ref. 4!. ~c! TPD for first layer with 15 K s21 ~Ref. 5!. The theoretical fit to these data are with the following
parameters:V 0

(1)53.1 eV,V 0
(2)52.67 eV,V 0

(3)52.59 eV,V115V1250.172 eV,V118 50.02 eV,V225V3350.05 eV,V228 520.05 eV,V338
520.06 eV,nz51.831012 s21, andnx5ny5331011 s21. Initial coverages in the lattice gasu051.0, 0.66, 0.33, and 0.23 for~d!, 1.14,
0.69, 0.66, 0.56, 0.48, and 0.43 for~e!, and 0.4, 0.33, 0.27, 0.25, 0.20, 0.074, 0.037, and 0.012 for~f!. Experimental data reproduced with
permission from The Physical Review and Surface Science.
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initial coverages. One may interpret this coverage depen-
dence as arising from dipole-dipole repulsion of the atoms in
concert with a modification of the single-atom binding en-
ergy due to the change in the image potential~as long as one
keeps in mind that only the coverage dependence of the total
energy of the system is an observable quantity, and that any
separation into single- and two-particle terms is arbitrary!.

To account for the 232 structure at coverageu51
4, and

the corresponding hump in TPD around 500 K, we determine
a weak next-nearest-neighbor repulsionV118 50.02 eV. A
nearest-neighbor repulsionV1150.172 eV next ensures that
an ordered~)3)! structure forms atu51

3 at low tempera-
ture, and, similarly, ensures a correct positioning of the TPD
traces around this coverage.

Because the TPD traces for the second and third layers are
narrow on the scale of the first-layer desorption, it is rela-
tively easy to determine the binding-energy differences for

isolated atoms in these layers. Taking account of the interac-
tions necessary to fit the desorption features of Fig. 1~b!, we
obtainDV125V 0

(1)2V 0
(2)50.564 eV andDV2350.082 eV.

We have chosen the vibrational frequencies for adatoms in
the higher layers to equal those in the first layer, for simplic-
ity. One expects them to eventually approach bulk values.
Saturation of the first layer occurs at coverage1

3 because for
DV12,3V11 a second layer forms beyond this coverage
rather than adparticles settling into nearest-neighbor sites in
the first layer. Nearest-neighbor interactions in the second
and third layers must be repulsive to maintain the correct Cs
density relative to the Ru substrate. Next-nearest-neighbor
interactions~which are nearest-neighbor interactions within
the Cs lattice! are necessarily attractive to stabilize these lay-
ers ~i.e., make them metallic! and to reproduce the rather
narrow desorption peaks for the second and third layers

FIG. 2. ~a! Variation of mean-field energyVdip~u!, with coverage for Cs on Ru~0001!. ~b! Partial ratesdu2/dt ~solid! anddu3/dt ~dashed!
for initial coverages of 0.95, 0.69, and 0.66 corresponding to Fig. 1.~c! Isosteric heat of adsorption forT5250 and 700 K~top to bottom at
u50.2!. Crosses mark the desorption energy obtained from an isosteric Arrhenius analysis of the theoretical TPD curves~Fig. 1!, and~d! the
corresponding effective prefactor from this analysis.
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aroundT5320 and 300 K, respectively.
Although one can never claim the uniqueness of a model

as long as a limited set of data is available for a fit, we can
say that within the current lattice-gas model the interaction
parameters are fixed within an uncertainty of less than 20%
as any larger variation will lead to qualitative changes in the
TPD spectra. For example, the particular dependence of the
mean fieldVdip on coverage cannot be varied much from the
form given in Fig. 2~a!: to reproduce the lowest three TPD
traces it is necessary thatVdip remains constant up to cover-
age 0.02, in agreement with the fact that the experimental
dipole moment remains constant in this range. Its value here
is also consistent with the dipole energy.6 The subsequent
decrease then mimics the higher coverage dependence of the
dipole moment.

The growth mode of the Cs film is layer by layer, despite
the overlap of the second- and third-layer TPD peaks. This

has an interesting consequence for the partial ratesdu i /dt,
Fig. 2~b!, in the intermediate-temperature range of TPD: the
partial rates show almost independent desorption of the two
layers, with the second layer trailing the third at higher tem-
peratures. A close inspection of the TPD spectra in Figs. 1~b!
and 1~e! reveals that the desorption peak of the second layer
does not saturate for coverages up to two Cs monolayers.
The explanation that comes to mind is simultaneous desorp-
tion from the second and third layers. However, this would
not produce two separate peaks. The proper explanation is as
follows:2 because the binding-energy difference between the
second and third layers is rather small, the third-layer desorp-
tion peak occurs on the leading edge of the second layer.
Desorption from the second layer is thus constrained by that
of the third, resulting in an additional small shift of the sec-
ond layer peak for initial coverages larger than two Cs
monolayers to higher temperatures, as compared to desorp-

FIG. 3. ~a! and ~b! TPD data for the first four layers of Li on Ru~0001! obtained with a heating rate of 5.4 K s21 ~Ref. 1!. ~c! and ~d!
Theoretical fit with the following parameters:V 0

(1)52.86 eV, V 0
(2)52.13 eV, V 0

(3)5V 0
(4)52.1 eV, V1150.086 eV,V118 50.006 eV,

V225V335V44520.05 eV, andnx5ny5nz55.231012 s21.
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tion from just 2 ML. We illustrate this explicitly in Fig. 2~b!
for initial coveragesu050.66 and 0.95, i.e., 2.0 and 2.9 Cs
ML. The presence of the third layer suppresses the desorp-
tion of a fraction of the second layer, which desorbs instead
at higher temperatures. Thus the second-layer peak continues
to grow in height beyond coverages slightly larger than 2
ML. For adsorption of several layers the chemical potential
will tend toward its bulk value, which implies that the low-
temperature peak extends to higher rates and somewhat
higher temperatures.

In Fig. 2~c! we show the isosteric heat of adsorption

Qiso~u,T!5kBT
2

] lnP

]T U
u

~5!

for the interactions used to fit TPD and for various tempera-
tures. HereP is the equilibrium pressure which maintains a
coverageu at temperatureT. The isosteric heat is essentially
that of independent layers. Starting at zero coverage and low
temperature the sharp drops inQiso at uS5

1
4 and

1
3 reflect the

fact that after the 232 and (A33A3)R30° orderings are
established, an additional particle will see two next-nearest
and nearest neighbors, and three nearest neighbors, respec-
tively. Thus these drops are of magnitude 2(V111V118 ) and
~less than! 3V11, respectively. However, for our multilayer
system the drop is less for the latter because the energetics is
such as to favor the formation of the second layer. ForuS.
1
3 the heat of adsorption is essentially constant, reflecting the
attractive next-nearest-neighbor interactions in subsequent
layers. The slight drop at coverage23 and at low temperature
corresponds to the reduced binding of isolated atoms in the
third layer, with the heat of adsorption approaching its bulk
value, i.e., the heat of sublimation. Our value of the heat of
adsorption, about 0.9 eV, is somewhat larger than the heat of
sublimation, about 0.7 eV.

Looking back at the energy parameters in the lattice-gas
Hamiltonian, we need to comment on the values forV 0

(3) and
V338 . At the surface of an ideally terminated bulk crystal one
expects the binding energy to the surface~V 0

(3) in this case!
to be three times the nearest-neighbor bond energy on the
~001! surface of a hcp lattice, and the nearest-neighbor lateral
interaction~V338 in this case! to be equal to~the negative of!
that bond energy. Allowing for surface relaxation on a real
crystal, one expects the surface binding to increase slightly,
and the lateral interaction to decrease accordingly. These
simple rules are obviously not satisfied in our fit for a num-
ber of reasons. First, by construction of the lattice-gas
Hamiltonian, the binding energyV 0

(3) is that of an isolated
adatom on top of a stack of identical atoms in the first and
second layers. To obtain the binding energy of a single ada-
tom in the third layer on the completed first and second
layers, we have to add toV 0

(3) the sum total of the lateral
interactions in those layers, i.e., the effective binding energy
~at T50! is V0

(3)20.33Vdip(u5 1
3)23V118 23V228 .0.75 eV,

i.e., roughly the heat of sublimation or, more properly, the
heat of adsorption, as we are not yet dealing with a bulk
property at the completion of the third layer. There is no
significant contribution to the heat of adsorption from the
lateral interactions, because the latter are so much less than
the bond energy in bulk. The reason is simply that we are
describing alkali layers grown on the~001! surface of a hcp

crystal and not a bcc lattice, and that correspondingly the
nearest-neighbor distance between Cs atoms in the com-
pleted third layer with a (A33A3)R30° structure, 4.69 Å, is
considerably smaller than the value in bulk, 5.24 Å, so that a
considerable reduction in bond energy due to the increased
repulsion at shorter distances is expected. We want to stress
once more that only the total energy of the system or some
thermodynamically related quantity, such as the heat of ad-
sorption or sublimation, are physically observable quantities.
Any separation of the total energy into single-particle and
multiparticle contributions, e.g., surface binding energies and
lateral interactions, is based either on intuition or on conve-
nience. The lattice-gas model provides one possible scenario
to do this rather systematically.

It is usual to perform an Arrhenius analysis on TPD data
extracting the coverage dependence of the desorption energy
and of the effective prefactor in the Arrhenius parametriza-
tion of the desorption rate,Rdes5neff~u!exp[2Ed(u)/kBT]u.
We stress that this is a parametrization of data, allowing the
separation into an energy~Boltzmann! and an entropy factor.
For a system which is kept in quasiequilibrium during de-
sorption by fast surface diffusion, the desorption energy is a
temperature average of the isosteric heat of adsorption~dis-
placed bykBT/2!, and the prefactor is in part the temperature
average of exp(DS/kB).

8,9We have performed an analysis of
the theoretical TPD spectra, Figs. 1~d!–1~f!, plotting isos-
teric rates versusT21 and extracting slopes (Ed) and inter-
cepts~neff! as a function of coverage.

12 The results are shown
in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. Note that the effective prefactor in this
parametrization is strongly coverage dependent, reflecting
the variation of the entropy as various layers in the Cs film
are completed. The theory from which the desorption rate is
calculated is based on the Hamiltonian~1!, which as param-
eters contains constant binding and interaction energies and
vibrational frequencies of an adatom with respect to the sub-
strate. Because we calculate the chemical potential, which
appears in the desorption rate~4!, we have thus calculated
the changes in energy (Ed) and entropy„ln~neff!… of the sys-
tem.

IV. Li ON Ru „0001…

We now turn to our second system, Li on Ru~0001!,1 and
show experimental TPD data in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The
major difference from the Cs/Ru~0001! system is the fact
that the partial coverage in the first layer now goes up to 0.78
ML, obviously due to a smaller nearest-neighbor repulsion
~or a weaker relative binding of particles in the second and
higher layers!. Strong long-ranged repulsion of a Coulombic
or dipolar nature again leads to a high-temperature tail in
desorption which we account for via a mean-field term. As
discussed above, Li/Ru~0001! is also more complicated com-
pared to Cs/Ru~0001!, in that it exhibits a compressional
phase in the first layer around coverage2

3. In Figs. 3~c! and
3~d! we show a theoretical fit to the data which was obtained
similarly to that in Figs. 1~d!–1~f!, with the dipole potential
given in Fig. 4~a!. In particular to get the peak in TPD
around 800 K the mean-field energyVdip~u! must be constant
~50.34 eV! for 0.2,u,0.3. Our lattice-gas model cannot
account for the compression of the first layer between cov-
eragesuS.0.61–0.78, and has the maximum theoretical
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coverage in the first layer at34.
A close inspection of the TPD data again reveals that the

second-layer desorption peak does not saturate upon comple-
tion of the second layer of Li@between curvesg andh in Fig.
3~a!#. Indeed, in this system this peak rises substantially~to
curve i ! when the third layer forms. As discussed above for
Cs, this behavior is due to the fact that the desorption of a
fraction of the second layer is suppressed as long as the third
layer is still present.

We have performed a threshold analysis12 of the experi-
mental TPD data, Fig. 3~a! and 3~b!, extracting coverage-
dependent desorption energies and prefactors as depicted in
Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! together with the isosteric heat. Note
again that the heat of adsorption at the highest coverage is
very close to the heat of sublimation of bulk lithium, 1.53
eV. The experimental data in the long tails of the desorption

traces above 850 K, corresponding to low coverages, are too
noisy for analysis.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have analyzed two systems, Cs/Ru~0001!
and Li/Ru~0001!, for which a multilayer lattice gas gives
excellent fits to TPD data, both in shape and in absolute
magnitude of the rates. The theory is essentially exact em-
ploying transfer-matrix methods apart from our parametriza-
tion of the dipolar energy. The quality of the theoretical fits
is nevertheless surprising, as the model assumes on-top ad-
sorption for the second and higher layers, whereas on a
hcp~0001! surface the second-layer atoms are threefold coor-
dinated to the first layer. Taking proper account of the coor-
dination will change the numerical value of the second- and

FIG. 4. ~a! Variation of mean-field energyVdip~u!, with coverage for Li on Ru~0001!. ~b! Isosteric heat of adsorption forT5450 and 700
K ~top to bottom atu51.0!. Crosses mark the desorption energy obtained from an isosteric Arrhenius analysis of the theoretical TPD curves,
and open circles are from a threshold analysis~Ref. 12! of the data in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. ~c! Corresponding effective prefactor from these
analyses.
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higher-layer binding energies,V 0
(2), V 0

(3), etc., but will not
change the qualitative feature of layer-by-layer growth, as a
threefold-coordinated atom in the second layer prevents three
first-layer atoms from desorbing, whereas an on-top atom
only inhibits the desorption of one.

The essential features of our model of alkali adsorption
and desorption, namely, mean-field behavior at low coverage
due to long-range Coulomb or dipolar interactions, a change-
over from repulsion in the first layer to attraction in higher
layers, and the consequent layer-by-layer growth, have been
observed on other metals as well.13 It remains an interesting

challenge to theory to obtain the basic binding and interac-
tion energies in the lattice gas for adsorbed alkalis fromab
initio calculations,14,15and to then proceed to calculate equi-
librium properties and desorption spectra according to the
theory used in this paper.
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